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A Statistician Examines the Report on Smoking and Health *

Summary of Statement

The smoking-cancer hypothesis evolves almost entirely from statistical correlation,

which at best can suggest but never prove causation . It is based on statistical data of highly

dubious quality, collected by a variety of agencies by methods that can only be described

as haphazard and unscientific .

Despite the firm conclusions in the Report on Smoking and Health by the Advisory

Committee to the Surgeon General, the text has many frailties and inconsistencies . Some

of the evidence used to prove the connection between cigarette smoking and lung cancer

can also be used to prove there is no such connection . The Report seems to show that some

groups of smokers have lower mortality rates than non-smokers . Other statistics in the

Report indicate that it is quite safe to smoke a pipe, but highly dangerous to discontinue

the practice .

The Committee based much of its report on statistical surveys of seven different

population groups of which the Committee itself said that "None of the populations was

designed, in particular, to be representative of the United States male population" and

that to project the results to any population of men "must involve an element of unveri-

fiable judgment." In five of the studies the proportions of non-response range from 15

to 44 per cent. In two studies, representing the majority of all cases studied, there was

not the slightest pretense of scientific sampling . The result is a statistical melange of

unknown and unknowable reliability .

In most instances the age-adjusted mortality rate in the seven surveys cited is far

below the national average-not only for non-smokers, but often for heavy cigarette

smokers as well .

The smoking-health theory leaves many factors unexplained. The data cited show

that exercise, relative income, age or type of ancestry, occupation, residence and matri-

mony all seem to have a strong influence on the risk of cancer .

There are several alternate sets of conditions which could generate survey findings

of this type. Among these are bias and spurious correlation . It is also possible that the

correlation between cigarette smoking and various diseases is real, but without causal
significance . This would he the case, if both smoking and disease were correlated with

other hidden factors, such as physical or psychological differences . The smoking and

health hypothesis is one of several possible explanations of the survey data in the Surgeon

General's Report and, all things considered, may well be the least plausible of the lot .

*Testimony by Alan S. Donnahoe before the Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce, U .S . House of Representatives, June 29, 1 .
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"What sort of weight should be attached to evidence of this kind :
• "To surveys that fail to meet the minimum standards of scientific sampling?
• "To statistical data to which no error limits can be assigned ?
• "To findings that are contradictory to known fact? "

Full Statement by Alan S . Donnahoe

d

I am Alan S . Donnahoe of Richmond, Virginia .

I am Executive Vice President and Assistant Pub-

lisher of the Richmond Times-Dispatch and the Rich-
mond News Leader . In addition to my newspaper
work, I have spent a good many years in the prac-

tical application of statistical method . I have been

a lecturer on statistics at the University of Richmond .

I have served as a member of the Committee on Busi-
ness Statistics, U .S . Chamber of Commerce ; the Busi-
ness Advisory Committee, U .S. Bureau of Labor
Statistics ; and the Business Advisory Committee,

U.S . Bureau of the Census . I am a member of the

American Statistical Association and have served on

its Committee on Monographs . I have a real interest

in public health and have been a member of the Ex-
ecutive Committee of the Virginia Tuberculosis

Association .

I wish to thank the Committee for this oppor-
tunity to appear and make this statement in connec-
tion with the subject under consideration which is,
of course, of great interest and importance to the
people of my section of the country .

When the report of the Surgeon General's Ad-
visory Committee was released last January, it be-

came the responsibility of our newspaper to give our

readers an intelligible account of not only' the con-
clusions of the Report, but also the facts and data

which formed the basis for those conclusions . I found

the report to be a formidable document, bristling

with statistical tables, hard to understand, and even

more difficult to summarize and report. Because of
this, it is quite understandable that many newspapers

relied almost entirely on either the summary provided

for the press or on the conclusions stated in the re-

port itself as the basis for their news stories .
Since the conclusions of the report seemed to be

based primarily on statistics, I felt that I should under-
take a more searching analysis of it for the benefit of
our readers . I was surprised to find that despite the
firm conclusions stated in the report, the text revealed
many frailties and inconsistencies in the underlying
statistical data. I think it is a fair statement that the
public has little knowledge of these deficiencies and
the extent to which they qualify the conclusions
drawn in the Report . In this connection, it is signifi-
cant that within the past few weeks one member of
the Surgeon General's Advisory Committee has im-
plied that the Committee may not have been as firmly

convinced of a causal connection between smoking
and disease as the Report's conclusions indicated . Dr .
John B . Hickam, in an address to the North Carolina
Heart Association, is reported by the Associated
Press to have said: "The more we looked at the sta-
tistics, the more difficult it was to understand . The
picture is not at all as clear as the numbers appear
at first . "

When the Congress of the United States is consid-
ering action based upon the Report of the Surgeon
General's Advisory Committee, I feel that it should
also be aware of the discrepancies in the statistica l

". . . despite the firm conclusions stated in the Report, the text

revealed many frailties and inconsistencies in the underlying
statistical data." .
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" . . . scie,itific `truth' is a perishable com-

modity . . . theories in vogue today may be

out of fashion tomorrow . "

data which raise serious question as to the validity

of the conclusions reached .
In Europe many years ago a strong correlation

was observed between the consumption of corn and

corn products and the incidence of pellagra . It was

widely assumed that the one was the cause of the

other, and this assumption resulted in a great reduc-

tion in the growing of corn and the use of wheat as a

dietary substitute . Eventually it was discovered that

pellagra is the result of a nutritional deficiency, which

can be supplied by milk and greens, and that corn
was simply an unfortunate victim of an inference

based on statistical association . From this, and many

other examples, we are led to recognize that scien-

tific truth is a perishable commodity, and that theories

in vogue today may be out of fashion tomorrow .

It is in this context, it seems to me, that we must
consider the Report of the Advisory Committee to

the Surgeon General on Smoking and Health .

How can one approach any subject of this kind?

We can, at least, it seems to me, think in these terms :

First, does the evidence on which the theory i s

based appear to be valid? I think we have every right
to be suspicious of any finding based on erroneous

evidence, if, indeed, that should be the case .

Second, is the theory comprehensive, in the sense
of explaining most of the known facts . A partial ex-

planation is disturbing to most of us, in trying to

understand any subject .
Third, is the theory consistent, in the sense that

it is not contradicted by any of the evidence on which

it is based or any other known fact .
Fourth, does the theory meet the test of reason-

ableness . Not much is said about this, but I am quite
certain that this is the first test applied by all prac-

ticing statisticians . When unreasonable results are ob-

tained in a survey, there is a strong suspicion that
something went wrong somewhere in the technique

applied .
Finally, is any alternative theory available, con-

sistent with known fact, which may be equally or
even more plausible as a tentative explanation .

Consistency
Let us turn first to the question of consistency of

the information said to show a connection between
cigarette smoking and disease.

A story is told in Virginia about a school teacher,

many years ago, who applied for a job in one of our
rural counties, and was being interviewed by mem-

bers of the school board . "Which theory do you

teach," said one such member, "that the world is
round or that the world is flat?" "Well, sir," the teach-

er replied earnestly, "I'll tell you . I can teach it

either way ."
We may have somewhat the same feeling about

the Surgeon General's report, when we discover that
some of the evidence used to prove the connection
between cigarette smoking and lung cancer can also
be used, perhaps with equal cogency, to prove that
there is no such connection .

For example, the report shows that Holland,

Switzerland, Finland, and Great Britain have a lower

per capita consumption of cigarettes than the United

States, but that all have higher mortality from lung

cancer . Indeed, in the case of Great Britain, the

mortality rate is more than double that of the United

States . Similarly, Canada, Australia, and Denmark
have about one-half the United States per capita con-

sumption of cigarettes, but show about the same mor•

tality rate from lung cancer .

Another example can be found in the ratio of
male to female deaths from lung cancer . Notwith-
standing the rapid growth in cigarette smoking among
women, this ratio has increased from 1 .5 in 1930 to
more than 6 at the present time . This trend would
certainly seem to be totally inconsistent with the
cigarette-causation theory .

The same statistical evidence, used by the com-

mittee to bolster its conclusion on cigarette smoking
and lung cancer, shows that cigarette smokers have
a 40 per cent greater mortality than non-smokers
from stomach cancer . Yet, over the years, the mor-
tality rate from stomach cancer has declined : pre-
cisely the opposite of what would be expected if sta-
tistical association meant causation .

There are still other strange phenomena in the
Surgeon General's report . For example :

It appears that once men reach the ripe age o .t
70, if they smoke cigarettes at all, the more they
smoke the better, in terms of further life expectancy .
Indeed, from 80 to 89, the heavy cigarette smoker
has only one-half the mortality rate of the non-
smoker .

In still another of the surveys used by the com-
mittee, the men who had smoked cigarettes for less
than 15 years had a slightly lower mortality rate than
non-smokers .

According to the Report, there are many com-
pounds which can induce cancer in animals, but onl y
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"Is it not a curious form of scientific

method that permits us to emphasize

only those facts that support a given

hypothesis, and ignore all others of a con-

tradictory nature? "

a small number of them can be found in tobacco
smoke, and these in minute quantities . Even so, the
most potent of these is said to be benzapyrene ; and
the Committee reports that there is ten times as much

of it in pipe tobacco as in cigarette tobacco . Yet pipe

smokers-even those who smoke more than ten pipe-
fuls per day, and those who had smoked for more

than 30 years-have death rates no different from

those or non-smokers, according to the statistics in
the Report . And we must also note that these same
statistics show a higher mortality rate for former pipe

smokers than for either smokers or non-smokers .
In brief, if these statistics can be believed, it is

quite safe to smoke a pipe, but highly dangerous to
discontinue the practice .

These are strange facts, in light of the conclusions
of the Surgeon General's report . Is it not a curious
form of scientific method that permits us to empha-

size only those facts that support a given hypothesis,

and ignore all others of a contradictory nature ?

Comprehensive Theory
But let us now turn to our second test . How com-

prehensive is this smoking-health theory? How much
does it explain, and how much does it leave un-

explained?

Although the statistics in the report show cig-

arette smokers have a higher overall mortality rate,

other factors are cited that seem quite important .
For example :

Cigarette smokers who take heavy exercise have
a lower mortality rate than non-smokers who take
none .

Cigarette smokers among married men have

about the same mortality rate as non-smokers who
are single .

Cigarette smokers who are so fortunate as to

have long-lived parents and grandparents have about
the same mortality rate as non-smokers with short-

lived ancestors .

Coming back to the question of lung cancer it-
self, the report shows that the incidence of this dis-

case varies widely . For example :

There is sharp variation from one region to an-

other . (The rate in New York City has been reported

as four times the rate in Iowa . )
Men in certain occupations such as bartenders .

waiters, and sheet metal workers, seem unusually

vulnerable to the disease, without relation to their

smoking habits .

There is a strong inverse relationship with income

level . !Low income males, for example, have more
than double the lung cancer rate of high income males .

Immigrants to this country have a

rate about one-third greater than the

native-born citizens,

lung cancer

rate among

Further, for these immigrants, the incidence of

cancer by site varies according to the country of ori-

gin : among the Irish, high death rates from oral can-

cer ; among the Polish, gastric cancer ; among the Rus-

sians, stomach cancer ;
cancer ; and so on .

among the English, lung

So far as I know, no one has suggested that smok-

ing is causally related to matrimony, exercise, relative

income, age or type of ancestry, and yet, as we have

just seen, all of these things seem to have a strong in-
fluence on the risk of cancer .

How then can we be so certain about just one
element in this complex structure, when we are in

such total ignorance of all the others? Most of us,

quite properly, have a great reluctance to draw broa d
conclusions from fragmentary and

evidence .
incomplet e

Reasonableness
Now let us turn to the test of reasonablenes s

which, as I have said, is the first test applied in prac-

tical survey work of all kinds . Where results are clear-

ly unreasonable, it raises the strongest possible
suspicion that some error in technique has occurred

in some phase of sampling or survey procedures .

This leads us to what is, in many ways. the most
remarkable finding in the entire report . The astonish-
ing fact-if we are to believe the statistical evidence
cited by the Committee-is that lung cancer accounts
for only about 15 to 20 per cent of the "excess" deaths
among cigarette smokers .

About half of the "excess" deaths is to be found
in heart disease, and the remainder are distributed

"In still another of the surveys used by the committee, the men

who had smoked cigarettes for less than 15 years had a slightly

lower mortality rate than non-smokers ."
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". . . if there is any way not to sample

scientifically, it is to permit ladies to

select respondents from within their cir-

cle of acquaintances, and then include

only those who are inclined to partici-
pate."

among about every other type of disease known .
This not only staggers the imagination, but ap-

parently it staggered the committee as well . On most

of these diseases, the typical committee conclusion

was that "the data are not sufficient to support a di-
rect or causal connection" with cigarette smoking ;

and in the case of some of the chronic diseases, that

"the explanation . . . is not clear. "

Dr. Joseph Berkson, the distinguished medical
statistician of the Mayo Clinic, has commented on
this phenomenon as follows :

"The idea that cigarette smoking causes all these
many deaths from all these many causes does indeed
seem seriously questionable . There is not any scien-
tifically known pharmacologic or physical explanation
for so widespread and multifarious an effect .

"If we extrapolate the results to the general pop-
ulation, we must believe there are some 250,000
deaths annually from smoking-induced diseases, with-
out any of them having been individually noted as
such from independent clinical or pathologic evi-

dence . Only by their numbers are they known . "
With findings of this type, it is mandatory that

survey procedures be reviewed with rigorous care ;
because, in actual practice, when such findings occur,
they almost invariably turn out to be the result of
faulty technique somewhere along the line which may

make the entire survey unreliable .
Valid Evidence?

What were the procedures used by the committee
in collecting data? The answer is that the committee
itself did no original research, but relied wholly on
the work of others .

With this total reliance on secondary materials,
the quality of such evidence must be closely examined .

The great mass of evidence before the commit-
tee evolved from seven surveys, of various population

groups, by various agencies .
One survey involved British doctors ; another in-

cluded men in California in nine occupations where
there was some reason to expect high incidence of

lung cancer ; another involved California members of
the American Legion ; still another was restricted to

Canadian pensioners of three wars; and so on. In

view of this, it is not surprising that the committee

said "None of the populations was designed, in par-

ticular, to be representative of the United States male

population" and that to project the results to any
population of men "must involve an element of

unverifiable judgment . "

But this is not all . In five of the studies, the per-
centage of non-response was 15, 32, 32, 43 and 44
per cent respectively . The committee itself referred
to these as "sizable proportions" of non-response .

Even more serious to a statistician are the condi-
tions under which the other two surveys were con-
ducted . In the language of the committee :

"In the two American Cancer Society studies it
is not possible to present meaningful percentage (of
non-response), since each research volunteer selected
her own small part of the study population from
among her own acquaintances ."

These two studies represented 57 per cent of the
total replies in all seven studies : the majority of all

cases studied ; and for these, certainly, it can only be
concluded that there was not the slightest pretense
of scientific sampling . Indeed, if there is any way not
to sample scientifically it is to permit ladies to select
respondents from within their circle of acquaintances,
and then include only those who are inclined to par-
ticipate .

When we consider all of this : the fact that no one
can tell what population was really being measured ;
the further fact of high non-response in some surveys,

and of haphazard selection of respondents in the
others ; the result is a statistical melange of unknown
and unknowable reliability .

To be certain of this we need seek no further au-
thority than the one statistician who served on the
committee . In the second edition of his book on

sampling, published last year, Dr . William Cochran
had this to say on the subject :

"The following are some common types of non-
probability sampling :

"I . The sample is restricted to a part of the
population that is readily accessible .

"2 . The sample is selected haphazardly .
"3 . The sample consists essentially of volunteers,

in studies in which the measuring process is unpleas-
ant or troublesome to the person being measured . "

How valid are surveys of this type? Dr. Cochran

goes on to say :
"About the only way of examining how good one

of them may be is to find a situation in which the re-
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"In most instances the age-adjusted mortality rate in these seven

surveys is far below the known national average-not only for

non-smokers, but often for heavy cigarette smokers as well ."

suits are known, either for the whole population or
for a probability sample, and make comparisons .
Even if a method appears to do well in one such com-

parison, this does not guarantee that it will do well

under different circumstances . "

In other words, what Dr. Cochran is saying is that
surveys of this kind are not very helpful ; that you
really cannot tell whether the results mean anything
or not, unless you can compare them with known
facts ; and even then there can be no certainty as to
other results obtained .

Even so, let us take the criteria suggested by Dr .

Cochran. Let us see if we can compare the results in
these seven surveys with known fact, to see if they

coincide. Let us do this with the most critical ele-

ment of all : the mortality rate .

Here we find another astonishing situation : In
most instances the age-adjusted mortality rate in these
seven surveys is far below the known national aver-

age-not only for non-smokers, but often for heavy
cigarette smokers as well . In three of the seven studies,
the mortality rate for heavy cigarette smokers was
lower than the average for all males in the United
States population, and in one survey was almost 30
per cent below the national average !

On this, the committee comments as follows :
"It is clear that the seven . . . studies involve pop-

ulations that are healthier than United States males
as a whole ." After pointing out that the exclusion of
seriously ill individuals might account for some of

this variation, the committee still admits that "the
sizes of the differences appear surprising . "

Remember that we are dealing here with a type
of survey that has no inner test of reliability, which
can only be tested by comparing results with known
facts ; and that we have just found that the results do
not coincide with known fact in terms of mortality
rate, the most vital element of all .

What sort of weight should be attached to evi-
dence of this kind : to surveys that fail to meet the

minimum standards of scientific sampling ; to statis-

tical data to which no error limits can be assigned ; to

findings that are contradictory to known fact? Is this
the kind of material from which to weave new and

dramatic scientific theory, with far-reaching implica-

tions in the field of public policy?

Alternate Theory
Confronted with these hard questions, it is logical

to look for alternate theories that might explain the

various findings, with a somewhat lesser tax on our
limits of credulity . More specifically, there are two
sets of conditions that-with no true causal connec-

tion between smoking and health-could still generate

survey findings of the type we have seen .
The first is spurious correlation . If, for obvious

reasons, we assume (I) that smokers are less likely
than non-smokers to participate in a survey of this
kind; and (2) that seriously ill people will not par-
ticipate; then we can produce survey results with

strong correlation between smoking and disease, even
though there is no correlation whatsoever in the

population at large .

On page 116 of the committee report, there ap-
pears a table prepared by Dr . Berkson, showing an
actual arithmetical example of how these assumptions
can generate high correlation in survey data, from
zero correlation in the population as a whole .

It is highly significant, in my mind, that the com-
mittee agreed that Dr . Berkson's assumptions were
basically correct, and disagreed with Dr . Berkson
only in the degree to which they actually occurred : a
distinction which falls into the area of pure specula-
tion .

Closely related to this is another type of survey
error. Consider the method by which the committee
measured the relationship between smoking and vari-
ous diseases . For each such disease, the mortality rate
among smokers was divided by the rate among non-
smokers, to get a relative measure of the difference .
But, as we have seen, all of the surveys were quite
atypical in terms of known mortality rates, and par-
ticularly so among non-smokers . The committee's
statement on this point is commendably candid :

"The low death rates for non-smokers suggest the

possibility that the studies recruited unusually healthy
groups of non-smokers . "

Now, if we have artificially low rates for non-
smokers, which is conceded to be true, and we divide
these into normal rates for smokers, what do we get?
Clearly, we get what appears to be high mortality for
smokers, generated wholly from sampling bias .

But apart from bias and spurious correlation, stil l
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". . . the important fact that emerges from all this is that the

smoking and health hypothesis is only one of several possible

explanations of the survey data in the Surgeon General's Report
and, all things considered, may well be the least plausible of the

lot."

another condition can provide an explanation of the

• survey results . It is possible that the correlation be-

tween cigarette smoking and various diseases is real,
but without causal significance . This would be the

case, for example, if both smoking and disease were
correlated with other hidden factors-such as psy-
chological or physiological differences-which exert

the true causal force in each case . There are many

reasons to believe that this might be so .
And it is possible, of course, that all of these con-

ditions might be operating at the same time : elements

of bias and spurious correlation, and elements of non-
causative correlation . If so, it would be very easy in-
deed to obtain the given survey results, with no
causal connection between cigarette smoking and lung
cancer or any of the other diseases .

Further, if these factors operate at all, it is likely

that they would operate in all surveys of this type,
thus generating the same type of results in each, and

the appearance of great uniformity in this respect .
But the important fact that emerges from all this

is that the smoking and health hypothesis is only one
of several possible explanations of the survey data in
the Surgeon General's report and, all things consid-
ered, may well be the least plausible of the lot .

In Fortune magazine (February, 1964), Dr . Wil-
liam Cochran, the sole statistician on the Surgeon
General's Advisory Committee, is reported as hav-
ing expressed the view that purely statistical analysis
of the problem has its limitations, and that the only
way to prove that smoking causes lung cancer is to
perform scientific experiments that would prove the
existence of a biological mechanism . This takes on
special significance when we remember that there has
never been any experimental verification of the smok-

ing-cancer theory and that, on the contrary, of the
many attempts to induce lung cancer by smoking in
experimental animals, all without exception have
failed .

Conclusion
In conclusion, it would seem fair to say that the

smoking-cancer hypothesis evolves almost entirely

from statistical correlation, which at best can only

suggest but never prove causation, based in this in-

stance on statistical data of highly dubious quality,

collected by a variety of agencies by methods that can

only be described as haphazard and unscientific .
These data, as might be expected, are internally

inconsistent, lead to unreasonable implications, and
are contradictory not only with other research of a
competent nature, but also with other facts known
to be true .

In a word, the smoking hypothesis is as weak as
its evidence is shaky ; and what we are dealing with
is not so much scientific method as it is scientific
guesswork .

Guesses may have merit, and may sometimes
prove correct, but they are a poor substitute for scien-
tific procedures, and a flimsy foundation for public
policy .

All that seems anywhere near certain at this mo-
ment is that we continue to have a critical need for
further research in this field. This was admirably
summarized in a recent journal editorial of the Vir-
ginia Medical Society in one sentence that may also
serve as an apt conclusion to this statement today :

"This [Surgeon General's] report bears out what
physicians have known for a long time-namely, that
the causes of cancer are complex, and the present
survey has done little to clarify the subject . "

". . . the smoking hypothesis is as weak as

its evidence is shaky; and what we are

dealing with is not so much scientific

method as it is scientific guesswork .

"Guesses may have merit, and may some-

times prove correct, but they are a poor
substitute for scientific procedures, and

a flimsy foundation for public policy ."
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Excerpts from Committee Questionin g

Mr. Roberts . Thank you, Mr . Donnahoe, for a most

interesting statement . I congratulate you on your analysis

of the Surgeon General's Report, and on many of the dis-

crepancies which I think you have ahly pointed out .

Mr . Springer . Mr . Donnahoe, I quote on page 18 : "In

Fortune magazine Dr . William Cochran, the sole statisti-

cian on the Surgeon General's Advisory Committee, is re-

ported as having expressed the view that purely statistical
analysis of the problem has its limitations, and that the

only way to prove that smoking causes lung cancer is to

perform scientific experiments that would prove the exist-

ence of a biological mechanism . "

What do you mean by that statement' ?
Mr . Donnahoc . This is the way Dr . Cochran was re-

ported in Fortune magazine, He was the sole statistician

on this committee . I would say, sir, as I read this report,

although there was some medical evidence in the report it
certainly seems to me that the conclusion stems almost

wholly from these statistical correlations . I think what Dr .

Cochran is saying here, if I understand him correctly, is

that no one has ever established a biological mechanism
by which cigarette smoke can create lung cancer. Nobody

knows how this can be done . So this is in the area of total

speculation . If somebody could say it does it in this way

or with this particular compound or this particular ele-
ment, then we would have something that is scientifically

demonstrable . But so far as I know, and I think the report

of the committee itself indicated this, such a mechanism
has never been established by scientific experiment .

Mr. Springer . You mean that such things as tars and

suprapyrozene, that there is not any of this in the tobacco'?

Mr. Donnahoc . There are certain of these compounds .

They occur, as I understand it, in very minute quantity . I
think the committee itself said this . But they have never
been able to induce lung cancer in any animal by smoke,
or by the inhalation of smoke .

Mr. Springer . There was another point you raised here

and that was that you questioned whether or not in the

experiment, we will say, with those people who had lung
cancer, as to whether or not they were the healthy ones of

the population, and on the other hand there were those

who were taken that did not die of it but were the healthy

part or the population .

Do you have anything to back that up ?
Mr. Donnahoe . The committee itself said-and let me

say this in behalf of the committee, that if we right here
were to he presented with seven surveys that had already

been made, we had nothing to do with designing these

surveys, nothing to do with carrying them out whatso-
ever, but the seven surveys are given to us and we must

make the best of them . Really this is what it amounts to .

What they found as a matter of fact is that in these seven
surveys they had turned up with some non-smokers who

are the healthiest people anybody has ever seen . Why this
is so, this committee does not know any more than we

would know. All they know is that this is true and they

know this is true by comparing the mortality rate in this

group with the known mortality rate of the United States

male population . This made it clear to them that they had

a very healthy group of non-smokers . Why they turned
up with them in the seven surveys they could not answer

any more than we could answer . But it certainly was a

very biased group of people .
Mr. Springer. Could you likewise by the same method

prove that those who died of lung cancer were the un-
healthy group ?

Mr . Donnahoe . To try to make this analytical ap-
paratus clear, what the committee did was to take the
group of non-smokers and calculate the mortality rate of
lung cancer in the group of non-smokers and then take
the smokers in the sample and calculate the mortality
rate from lung cancer in the smoker group . Then they
divide that rate by the other rate . Here is an almost in-
credible thin, to me . In this non-smoker group there were
only 127 deaths from lung cancer .

Mr. Springer . Are you talking in one survey or all
seven ?

Mr. Donnahoe . All seven surveys, 127 deaths from
lung cancer in the non-smoker group . So the statisticians
have to take these 127 deaths and weigh them by age in
order to come up with a mortality rate for lung cancer for
the non-smoker . They admit that the entire non-smoker
sample is an exceedingly healthy sample . If they had a
normal sample of non-smokers maybe you do not have
127 lung cancer deaths, maybe you have 250 . This would

materially alter the conclusion in this report. Because in
effect it is these 127 deaths that are used as a basis for
estimating normal mortality from lung cancer to divide
into the smoker mortality rate . So in a sense the entire
lung cancer hypothesis in all seven studies combined can
be said to rest on the evidence of 127 deaths which I for
one find a pretty astonishing situation .

Mr . Springer. You mean among the non-smokers?
Mr . Donnahoe . That is correct .
Mr. Springer. How many deaths were there in the

smokers`?

Mr. Donnahoe. The smoker sample was a larger
sample and my recollection is about 1,800 in that group .

Mr. Springer . How did the percentages compare?
Mr . Donnahoe . I think the evidence indicated on th e

average about 10 times the rate among the smokers from
lung cancer as compared with non-smokers . But I poin t

''*The following members of the House Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce participated in the questioning:

Kenneth A . Roberts (D., Ala .) ; William L . Springer (R ., Ill .) ; Paul G. Rogers (D., Fla .) ; J . Arthur Younger (R ., Calif .) ;

Horace R . Kornegay (D ., N. C .) ; Albert W. Watson (D ., S . C .) ; Glenn Cunningham (R ., Neb .) ; Donald G . Brotzman

(R ., Colo .) ; Lionel Van Deerlin (D ., Calif .),
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out to you, sir, that instead of the 127 deaths, and this is
an admittedly abnormal sample, if there had been 250
deaths it would not have been 10 times, it would have been
five times . That is a pretty fantastic change with 1 27 extra
deaths .

Mr. Springer . You mean if you had 250 deaths instead

of 127 .
Mr. Donnahoe . It would have been five times instead

of 10 times .
Mr. Springer . There is just one further thing I would

like to ask . It is my understanding that in the scientific
field they had substantiated that this toxicity was a pro-
ducer of disease . I am not talking about smoke . I am talk-
ing of toxicity of these various things that come from
smoking as inhaled into the lungs . It was my further un-
derstanding that the amount of smoke that was inhaled
into the lungs determined the amount of toxicity that you
received in the lungs .

Are you saying that there is not a relation between the
amount of toxicity in the lungs and those that do not
smoke? That there is not a relation between those two
things?

Mr. Donnahoe. Mr. Springer, I guess the greatest
statistician of this generation was Sir Ronald Fisher who
was a professor at Cambridge University and he became
quite unhappy at one of the early studies made in Great
Britain on this subject which revealed that the cigarette
smokers who inhaled had less lung cancer than those who
did not inhale . This fact was not made generally available
and he found that very disturbing .

So there has been even in these statistical studies some
lack of coherence on this point as to whether or not in-
halation was the cause .

Mr . Springer . You raised this question about bartend-
ers and waiters and steel workers . I lost you at that point
because they are outdoor people .

Mr . Donnahoe . The point that Dr . Cochran made is
that nobody has established the biological mechanism .
We do not know whether this is exposure of smoke to the
lungs that causes this disease or not . This has never been
established . An interesting fact that I might mention here,
also in the committee's report, is that cigarette smokers
are supposed to have 40 percent greater mortality from
stomach cancer. Nobody has ever suggested that cigarette
smoke gets into direct contact with the stomach . Over the
years whereas lung cancer has gone up, stomach cancer
has gone down almost by the same degree .

Mr . Springer . Would you repeat about stomach cancer?
Mr . Donnahoe . The same statistics in this report of

the Surgeon General show that cigarette smokers have a
40 percent greater mortality from stomach cancer than
do non-smokers .

Mr. Springer . I do not think I see the relation between
that . Generally speaking, it is my understanding a survey
which I read about indicated that there was a relation, to
some extent, and there was as to all cancer victims. In

other words, there seemed to he a higher incidence of al-

cohol . I do not know the action of alcohol on the stomach .

It might very well he related to the fact that smokers are
also drinkers . I happen to know some drinkers who do

not smoke at all .

On the other hand, the ones I think about do both .
Maybe we are not going any place on this particular thing .
I still come back to this question whether you do not
believe there is a relation between toxicity and lung cancer.

Mr. Donnahoe . I would say this is a medical question .
Really what I am saying is that I do not think the statisti-
cal evidence in the Surgeon General's report permits us
to draw any clear-cut conclusion as to the relationship
between these things . This is the major point I am trying
to make . I think their evidence is insufficient .

Mr . Springer. You come from tobacco sales territory?
Mr . Donnahoe . Yes, sir .
Mr. Springer. Do you believe that the tobacco industry

itself has recognized that there is a relation between
tobacco and lung cancer ?

Mr. Donnahoe . I think the tobacco industry for 10 or
1 :5 years has been the target of a series of assaults of one
kind or another based on this statistical information . I
think this is an industry with consciousness of its public
responsibility . I think they are doing a great deal of re-
search . I think if there were some agency in tobacco
smoke that caused these many diseases the tobacco indus-
try would be the first to know about it and try to do some-
thing about it .

Mr . Rogers (of Florida) . Let me ask you this : Do you
feel that the Congress should take any action in this field
or leave it to the Federal Trade Commission or Food and
Drug, or what is your feeling about this ?

Mr. Donnahoe . Again I certainly cannot speak for the
industry in any sense .

Mr. Rogers (of Florida) . I understand .
Mr. Donnahoe . I must say I was here last week and

was rather startled to hear that the Federal Trade Com-
mission had so quickly and to my mind, precipitously
decided to pre-empt this field .

I think the public does not understand this report . I
do not think they understand the qualifications attached
to the conclusions . I think this action on the part of the
Federal Trade Commission was precipitate and unjusti-
fied . What the remedy for that is, sir, I cannot venture to
say. But it is to my mind a very unhappy situation that the
FTC has acted in the fashion that is has . That is my per-
sonal opinion about it.

Mr . Rogers (of Florida) . Thank you .
Thank you, Mr. Chairman .
Mr . Roberts. The gentleman from California, Mr .

Younger._
Mr. Younger. Thank you, Mr . Chairman .
The Surgeon General when he was here made the

statement that we do believe, however, that we shoul d
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"1 think that is one of the really disturbing paradoxes in this Re-

port. There is a great mass of statistical evidence which has no
relationship to any physically known phenomena of any kind .

This is really the evidence on which the conclusions were based .

Whereas when you go back to the attempt to find scientifically

how any type of tobacco can cause lung cancer there is nothing

but negative results."

be given authority to require disclosure of information on
such ingredients by manufacturers in order to facilitate
needed research on these ingredients to aid in explaining
the need, if any, for regulation of such ingredients .

I think one of the most peculiar things about this
whole matter is to hold that tobacco itself is not injurious .
That is the holding, that tobacco in and of itself is not
injurious. No one, in their surveys, seems to have tested
or even tried to find out what the ingredients in cigarettes
are that are different than tobacco, or how they are mixed .
When Mr. Bowman Gray was here, from Reynolds, I
asked him whether the Surgeon General had asked for the
ingredients. He said, "no request had ever been made ."
That is one of the confusing things about the whole proc-
ess, as to whether or not the mere fact of taking tobacco
and mixing it with another ingredient and wrapping it in
paper makes it any different from a pipe or cigar .

Do you have any comment on that?
Mr. Donnahoe . Mr. Younger, it is indeed to me a

strange piece of ignorance on the subject .
Mr . Younger . Mr . Gray said that if they had asked for

the ingredients he would give them, although it is a trade
secret they are reluctant to disclose . As pointed out by the
Chairman, there is a penalty for anyone in Government
service to give out information obtained in such a survey.

So that the industry would be protected so far as their
trade secrets are concerned . That certainly leaves a tre-
mendous loophole in my mind as to what we are trying to
get at and why that survey was not completed . Apparently,
it was not.

Mr. Donnahoe . Mr . Younger, I think that is one of the
really disturbing paradoxes in this report. There is a great
mass of statistical evidence which has no relationship to
any physically known phenomena of any kind . This
really is the evidence on which the conclusions were based .
Whereas when you go back to the attempt to find scien-
tifically how any type of tobacco can cause lung cancer
there is nothing but negative results . There is nothing to
pull these links together .

Mr . Younger. You make the statement that if you had
known that the Federal Trade Commission was holding
hearings you would have made a statement . I doubt if it
would have been received or that it would have had any

effect on their decision because Mr . Dixon made the state-
ment that they accepted the report of the Surgeon Gen-
eral's Committee as firm and they took no evidence or
went behind that . They just accepted it . They proceeded
from that standpoint as to the advertising .

Mr. Donnahoe . Mr. Younger, on that very point it
seems to me an interesting thing which the public simply
does riot understand : Dr. Berkson, of the Mayo Clinic,
who is probably the most distinguished medical statisti-
cian in America, has published numerous articles in times
past pointing to the same type of deficiency that I have
mentioned here .

To my knowledge, there has never been a single re-
buttal of a single thing that Dr . Berkson has ever said in
any official publication in the American Statistical Asso-
ciation . It is therefore very difficult for me to understand
the Federal Trade Commission deciding that the conclu-
sions of this committee, which included eight doctors, one
chemist and one statistician represent the final word on
the subject .

I might say that one week from the time this report
was published I published an article in the Richmond
Times-Dispatch which contained much the same mate-
rial that I have given you today . A copy of that article was
sent to the Surgeon General by our managing editor who
solicited any comment he would have to make on it . He
replied that the points that were made in this article, and
I have made today in this statement, were recognized by
the committee itself and that the committee had pointed
them out ; that the committee fully understood there
would be many people who would disagree with its con-
clusions, and it was to be hoped that these disagreements
would be published in the scientific journals to further
clarify the subject.

In brief, I think there is no question about a single
statement that I have made to you today. I say again in
view of that it is difficult for me to understand how this
document can he taken as the equivalent of biblical
authority on the subject .

Mr., Younger. Thank you .
Mr . Roberts . Thank you . The gentleman from North

Carolina.
Mr. Kornegay. Thank you very much, Mr . Chairman.
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"If you do not put down the sampling error, you are not letting
the reader have any grasp of how reliable the findings really are .

If you read the Surgeon General's Report you will find no such

error limits mentioned in that Report . . ."

Mr. Donnahoe, I want to thank you most sincerely for
a splendid statement here this morning and say it is ob-
viously a product of a great deal of study and research
into the Surgeon General's Report, as well as being highly
complimentary of the expertise which you possess in the
field of statistics .

Mr. Watson . If the gentleman from North Carolina
will yield for one comment, you said that the Chairman
of the Federal Trade Commission had accepted the Sur-
geon General's report as his Bible and apparently he did
in everything except one .

The Surgeon General recommended that the matter
of labeling could more effectively be handled under the
Department of Health, Education and Welfare . However,
the Chairman of the Federal Trade Commission did not
accept that as biblical authority because he, himself, de-
cided the Federal Trade Commission, as you say, woul d
act precipitously and issue this order .

So when it came to authority he, himself,
authority but he would leave everything else
geon General .

* * *
Mr. Cunningham. Mr. Donnahoe, I found your state-

ment very interesting . I think for the record, I should say
that it is my understanding that you are not here to pass
on whether or not there is conclusive medical evidence as
to the dangers, if there are any, of cigarette smoking . You
are here in your capacity as a statistician and to point out
the many errors in this report . That is the real purpose of
your presence here today .

Mr . Donnahoe. To point out, yes, sir, that the evi-
dence does not seem to justify the categorical conclusions
in the report.

* * *
Mr. Brotzman . Thank you, Mr . Chairman . It has been

quite a while since I took any courses in statistics, but I
just wanted to ask you this question : If I understand, Mr.
Donnahoe, from your study of the report it gives rise only
to inference ; is this correct ?

Mr. Donnahoe. At the most, in my opinion .
Mr. Brotzman. In the terminology of statistics, is this

related to what we call an inference in the law? I am trying
to find out how much weight there is to an inference .

Mr. Donnahoe . I would call it not so much an infer-
ence as an unvalidated hypothesis . I think this is the way
statisticians look upon it . It raises the need for inquiry,

that is all .

Mr. Brotzman. In other words, it is something more
than coincidence ?

Mr . Donnahoe . I think I would descrihe it as phe-
nomena that can be explained on the hasis of something
other than the smoking answer hypothesis . It can he
explained on the basis of spurious correlation, or non-
causative correlation .

There are other explanations for these statistical data .
I would say this, to give this committee a little clearer
grasp of the problem . The Census Bureau publishes every
month a sample survey of the United States of various and
sundry facts . You will find always in that report a section
in which they describe sampling error : that is to say, what
kind of significance attaches to any result in the report .
This is standard procedure in any U .S . Government statis-
tical work .

If you do not put down the sampling error, you are
not letting the reader have any grasp of how reliable the
findings really are . If you read the Surgeon General's Re-
port you will find no such error limits mentioned in that
report, for the very simple reason, that these were not
probability samples from which error limits can he de-
rived. This is a very flimsy foundation from a statistical
viewpoint . But even if these materials were correct, even
if you assumed that these findings were correct, you
would still have no proof of causative correlation . You
would still have in that case perhaps a stronger inference
but you would not have proof .

This report is deficient on both counts, in my opinion .
It starts off with material that is unscientific and then on
the basis of the unscientific material and on the basis of
correlation analysis it arrives at conclusions that would
not be justified even if you had good material to start with .

The rather incredible thing to me is that this is not
understood at all by the public at large . I repeat, these
criticisms have been made in the journals of the American
Statistical Association and have never been rebutted, to
my knowledge .

I find this a very strange kind of document to be issue d

wanted the
to the Sur-

by the United States Government .
* * *

Mr. Brotzman. I am more interested
direct your attention, shall we say, to the

in having you
science of sta-

tistics for the moment . This is what I am asking you
about . I will add this question : Have other prominent
statisticians or those who are qualified in this particula r

"This Report is deficient on both counts, in my opinion . It starts

off with material that is unscientific and then on the basis of the

unscientific material and on the basis of correlation analysis it

arrives at conclusions that would not be justified even if you had

good material to start with."
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area evidenced agreement with your critique on this

subject .

Mr. Donnahoc. I think this, Mr . Brotzman : Statisti-

cians are pretty busy people . I do not think many have

taken the time to read the Surgeon General's Report . It is

a very unpleasant document to read and very difficult and

laborious . I think the greatest opportunity for statisticians

to look into the question has been in the form of these
articles in the Journal of American Statistical Association

over a period of several years by Dr . Berkson who the

American Cancer Society refers to as probably the most

eminent medical statistician in America . He published

much I said here . He anticipated much the committee

concluded because he knew the evidence that it was based

on .
This has been published in some detail in these jour-

nals at various and sundry times . I have one of his articles
with a long bibliography . So professional statisticians have
been exposed to this for a good many years .

I repeat I have never seen a rebuttal of this in any
journal of the American Statistical Association . Statisti-
cians are very quick to point out criticisms of material
published in that journal if they do not like it.

So I would infer that these criticisms are considered
sound by most professional statisticians .

Mr. Brotzman. You will have to refresh my recollec-
tion on one thing here very briefly . Was there a statistician
working for the Government with, or rather with the
President's Advisory Committee and seeking to correlate
and analyze the material . Was there a statistican ?

Mr . Donnahoc . On the committee itself?
Mr . Brotzman . Yes .
Mr . Donnahoe . There was one statistican . This is Dr .

William Cochran . There was one chemist and I believe
eight doctors, as I remember . That was the composition of
the committee, as I remember . I repeat, Dr . Cochran in
this article published in Fortune this year has indicated
that he might have some misgivings about these categori-
cal conclusions .

Mr . Brotzman . Were any of those misgivings stated in
the report itself?

Mr. Donnahoe . I think they were. I think they were
stated in language that only statisticians understand . I
think it is a little hard for other people to quite grasp
them. For example, this statement of the committee, that
it was not clear which population, if any, these surveys
were designed to represent, and that to project the results
to any known population involves an element of unveri-
fiable judgment, to a statistician this is very strong lan-
guage . It is a major qualifier . This is the first effort in all
survey work, to know the population that the sample is
supposed to represent .

When you say you do not know this population, and
that to project results to any population involves unveri-
fiable judgment, that is very strong language to a
statistician .

Mr. Brotzman . Are you acquainted with Dr . Cochran?
Mr . Donnahoe . I have never met the gentleman . I

read his book and he has published a very fine book on
sampling that I have quoted here .

"Even if you had the finest statistical in-

formation in the world proving correla-
tion between some disease and smoking,

let us say, you would still not have a
proper scientific basis for saying that a

causal connection existed between the

two."

Mr. Brotzman. What would you state his qualifica-
tions generally are in the area of statistics? Do you know
if he is considered to be well qualified ?

Mr . Donnahoe . Eminently qualified . No question .
Mr . Brotzman . Thank you very much for your con-

sideration ; that is all 1 have, Mr . Chairman.
Mr. Roberts . The gentleman from California .
Mr . Van Deerlin . Mr . Donnahoe, you have certified

that you do not speak for the cigarette industry . Heaven
knows I don't speak for the Federal Trade Commission .
But it seems to me that the Federal Trade Commission
faced with the report that it had received from the special
study conducted by the Surgeon General may have felt
that it had no choice but to proceed with action carried
out the findings of that report . Just as you or I have if we
are told by the doctors that there are certain dangerous
trends in the condition of one of our parents, although
we are not doctors ourselves, we are compelled to take
some action in the matter .

As a statistician I wonder if there is some procedure
which you would find it possible to approve and whose
findings you would be inclined to accept as a supplemen-
tary effort to get at the facts in this very controversial
area . How long you think such a competent study might
take and how we might proceed from this point forward .
There is a decision that not only members of this com-
mittee will have to make but Congress as a whole will have
to make .

I can assure you despite the friendly reception you
have received by members of this committee that there
will be pressures upon members of Congress if there is
much dillydally in this matter, or if there is a conspicuous
effort to obstruct the efforts of the government agencies
in this field .

Mr. Donnahoe . Mr . Van Deerlin, as I tried to say a
moment ago I think there are two problems here . Prob-
lem number one, we are dealing clearly with deficient
statistical information . I think any statistician will tell you
this without any question . So you would have grave doubt
about extending these results to come to any firm conclu-
sion . So this is a problem in itself . I am going to come
back to this in a minute.

But let us go on to the second problem . Even if you
had the finest statistical information in the world proving
correlation between some disease and smoking, let us say,
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you would still not have a proper scientific basis for say-
ing that a causal connection existed between the two .

May I illustrate this with an example? I notice from
the American Medical Association convention last week
a statement, and it may he the doctor will speak to you
later on this subject, that stress seems to be a major factor
in the case of heart disease, not smoking. Let us assume,
for a moment, that this is so . It is very easy to understand,
it seems to me, that people who are under stress are more
likely to smoke cigarettes than people who are not . It may
be, therefore, that you would have more heart disease
among cigarette smokers than people who do not smoke
cigarettes .

Yet it is also possible that if they did not smoke cig-
arettes they would have even more stress and there would
be even more heart disease . You see the problem here .
Even though in this case you establish absolutely and
definitively that the correlation existed, you would not
prove that cigarette smoking caused heart disease . On the
contrary it might literally save a great many people from
dying from heart trouble .

Mr. Van Deerlin . We might have to settle for a little
lung cancer in order to curb the heart disease .

Mr. Donnahoe . Yes, sir . I have operated under stress
for a good many years . I smoke a great many cigarettes as
you see . I have neither heart trouble nor an ulcer . It may
help . I don't know. Going back to the first question . It
would be helpful in my opinion to get statistics-statistical
data on this question-that somebody might believe . I
think it would have been much more profitable had the
Surgeon General's Committee said we are not going to
deal with this inaccurate material that is available to us . It
is much better for us to undertake a proper type of statis-
tical study. Maybe it takes three or four years . At least
we eliminate errors existing in this other material .

Mr . Van Deerlin . You cited one . Members of the
American Legion in California . Obviously if you are a
member of the American Legion you have at sometime in
your life passed the military induction physical, which is
a fairly comprehensive physical examination. So this
automatically eliminates the 40 percent who don't pass
the Army physical .

Mr . Donnahoe . Exactly .
Mr. Van Deerlin . I would see a big hole in the findings .
Mr . Donnahoe . Exactly .
Mr. Van Deerlin. What I would be interested in learn-

ing is what kind of massive study could be undertaken
with the approval of experts like yourself that would have
validity and whose findings in advance you would find it
possible to accept, subject to all human frailty, the most
valid conclusions in this very touchy area .

Mr . Donnahoe. The criteria for scientific sampling are
very well known in the Federal Government . You have
some of the linest statisticians in the Bureau of the Census .
It is quite feasible for statisticians to design an adequate
sample and do what these seven studies undertook to do
but do it scientifically . The point I am making is that

though this were done you would not solve the real ques-
tion-have the final answer . You would simply be rid of
these doubts about the validity of the statistical data . If
given my way I would like to see research proceed in both
directions to gather adequate precise scientific statistical
data, to see whether we are really dealing with sensible
inferences and hypotheses, and number two-and this is
by all odds the most constructive and meaningful-to
advance the scientific experimentation to find the bio-
logical mechanism. Because this has to he the final answer
in order to do something about it .

Mr. Roberts . The gentleman from South Carolina .
Mr. Watson. Thank you, NIr . Chairman .

One thing is interesting to me . On page 10 you state
that only 15 to 20 percent of the excess deaths among
cigarette smokers were attributable, that is lung cancer
deaths, to cigarettes . Whereas about half of the excess
deaths are to he found in heart disease . To what do we
acknowledge the committee's motivation to go out and run
down the rabbit instead of shooting at the bear?

Mr . Donnahoe . This is a thing that has also puzzled
Dr. Berkson and it puzzles me. If we are to accept the
evidence before this committee, cigarettes represent a far
greater destructive force than the committee indicates .
Apparently it causes you to die from almost every disease
known to mankind . Now the thing that puzzled the com-
mittee is that they could find no possible biological basis
for drawing that sort of inference . Indeed in the case of
the heart disease my recollection of the committee report
is they did not say there was a causal connection between
heart disease and cigarette smoking, although the statis-
tics show that one half of the excess deaths are in that
category .

This is an almost incredible finding, Mr. Watson, and
I have seen no explanation for it .

Mr . Watson. Could it possibly be explained in the fact
that we set out to look at cigarettes rather than to look-
and their relationship to cancer-rather than to look at
cigarettes and their relationship to heart disease? As a
consequence everything set out in that particular course
we were not going to be diverted by something of even
more serious nature to the health of the American people .

Mr . Donnahoe . I think we reach the point where
conclusions just plain cease to be plausible at all and lines
have to be drawn . I think if you drew the complete deuuc-
tion that could be drawn from these statistics you would
end up with conclusions that would be ridiculous on their
face .

Mr. Watson. I do not know the sequence of the vari-
ous surveys that were made. You list some seven groups
that studied this problem . They were the basis upon which
the Surgeon General compiles his report . Could it be
possible that one group determined that there was a
causal connection between lung cancer and cigarettes and
that the other group is subsequently following the huma n
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tendency of corroborating the earlier reports, be a factor

on this ?

Mr . Donnahoe . I think scientists may sometimes have

a little prejudice and then find it a little easier to read

evidence in favor of that prejudice than otherwise . I think

it is possible .

Mr. Watson. I have one final question . On page 19
within one of your conclusions was that the variety of or
the various methods used to compile data and so forth can
best he described as haphazard and unscientific . What
would have been more acceptable and proper methods of
ascertaining these figures ?

Mr. Donnahoe . The standard method of sampling is,
number one, to determine what population you are trying
to measure . For example, in this case what the committee
hopefully was trying to do-to measure-was the impact of
cigarette smoking on the entire United States male popu-
lation .

That is what we-what they were really trying to do . If
this is what you are trying to do then you should choose
your sample in such a way as to represent the United
States male population . The one thing you do not do, as
was done in the two American Cancer Society studies
which represent 57 percent of the total cases in all seven
surveys, is to tell a volunteer, you go out among people
you know and you pick ten of your acquaintances who
are willing to volunteer in the survey . When you do that,
Mr . Watson, you haven't got the slightest vestige of scien-
tific sampling. What you must do is select a group and
you do this by pre-designations of one form or another
of the population you are trying to measure and you
measure this group and you resort to every method you
can to see that they are measured . For example, in my
organization we run statistical surveys as a matter of
routine . We pre-select the people we are going to reach .

We will make up to six recalls to reach those people . It is
far better to reach 90 to 95 percent of the people that you
are supposed to reach, having pre-designated them, and
get say a thousand cases of this type : this is a far better
sampling than to get 100,000 cases if you have missed 40
percent of the people you should have gotten in the first
place . In other words, you must first determine what is
a representative sample and pre-designate the individuals
you are going to get and then you must spend great effort
and money to get returns from all these people . It is
cheap research to get a lot of cases but just let them
come as they may .

It is like standing out on the corner here and asking
people their opinion about some piece of legislation in
the House . This would not be a very scientific way to
get that opinion .

Mr. Watson. Not only in your opinion but in the
opinion of the committee itself they did not follow such
procedures as you outlined a moment ago .

Mr . Donnahoe . No, sir, indeed they didn't .
Mr . Watson . So your basic position is that we should

defer action on that matter or action should have been
deferred until such time as we could have both a figure or
statistical survey properly done as well as most impor-
tantly a medical or scientific study made to ascertain the
substances which may give rise to a causative connection
between cancer and cigarettes ?

Mr. Donnahoe . Precisely .
Mr . Roberts. Thank you, Mr . Donnahoe . We appre-

ciate very much your appearance here . If you have any
doubts as to how interesting you were, if there is any
pride in this fact, you can know you occupied the whole
morning.

Mr . Donnahoe . I am very grateful to the committee,
sir.
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